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Three-dimensional shape measurement with an arbitrarily arranged fringe projection profilometry system Hua Du and Zhaoyang Wang* Department of Mechanical Engineering, The Catholic University of America, Washington, D.C. 20064, USA *Corresponding author: [email protected] Received May 22, 2007; revised July 2, 2007; accepted July 17, 2007; posted July 18, 2007 (Doc. ID 83349); published August 9, 2007 A mathematical description of the absolute out-of-plane height distribution in 3D shape measurement with an arbitrarily arranged fringe projection profilometry system is presented, and a corresponding algorithm is proposed to determine the parameters required for accurate 3D shape determination in practical applications. The proposed technique requires neither a specific and precise experimental setup nor a manual measurement of geometric parameters, and it yields high measurement accuracies while allowing the system components to be arbitrarily set and positioned. Computer simulations and a real experiment have been conducted to verify the validity of the technique. © 2007 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 120.2830, 120.6650, 120.6660, 150.6910.



As computer technology evolves, digital-projectorbased fringe projection profilometry (FPP), because of a variety of advantages such as high speed and simplicity, has been playing a prominent role in 3D shape measurements [1–3]. The existing FPP techniques generally fall into two categories: one based on a specific setup and the other based on a generalized setup. The former relies on a certain measurement setup in which the geometric and other parameters must be precisely determined in advance. In practice, however, many of those parameters, such as the projection angle and the focal point location of a lens, are subject to excessive uncertainties in physical adjustments and measurements. Consequently, the corresponding shape measurement accuracies are inevitably limited. The techniques based on generalized setups normally do not require physically adjusting or measuring those parameters. Accordingly, they have become of great interest to researchers. Chen and Quan [4] and Guo et al. [5] first presented least-squares fitting schemes using a polynomial approximation and a rational function, respectively, to determine the nonlinear carrier phases produced by the inherent divergent illumination of a projector, but the approaches are not capable of determining the exact out-of-plane shapes because the phase-toheight relations are no longer linear for the uncollimated illumination. Recently, Wang et al. [6] and Tavares and Vaz [7] developed algorithms to accurately extract the out-of-plane height distributions for different semigeneralized measurement setups where the fringes are vertically or horizontally projected and the capture direction is normal to the reference plane; however, the algorithms are not suitable for the most generalized setups, where not only the component locations but also the projection and capture directions can be arbitrarily set. In this Letter, we present a rigorous mathematical description of the absolute out-of-plane height distributions for an arbitrarily arranged FPP system and propose a corresponding algorithm to determine the out-of0146-9592/07/162438-3/$15.00



plane 3D shape accurately and conveniently. Such an algorithm for the most generalized setup, naturally including those specific setups with various practical uncertainties, will be highly valuable for the practical application of FPP. Figure 1 illustrates a typical setup of the generalized FPP system, where the reference plane Oxy, the camera imaging plane O⬘x⬘y⬘, and the projection plane O⬙x⬙y⬙ are arbitrarily arranged. In the figure, P represents an arbitrary point on the object, B indicates the imaging point of P, D indicates the original fringe point projected at P, and A and C denote the lens centers of the camera and the projector, respectively. For convenience and clarification, the coordinates of a point in a coordinate system are denoted by the corresponding coordinate symbols, and the symbol of the point is chosen as the subscript. For instance, point P is denoted 共xP , yP , zP兲, 共xP⬘ , yP⬘ , zP⬘ 兲, and 共xP⬙ , yP⬙ , zP⬙ 兲 in coordinate systems Oxyz, O⬘x⬘y⬘z⬘, and O⬙x⬙y⬙z⬙, respectively. Considering the coordinate relations among points P, A, and B in the system Oxyz, it is easy to get xP − xA xB − xA



=



yP − yA yB − yA



=



zP − zA zB − zA



.



共1兲



Hence, xP and yP can be expressed as



Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of a generalized FPP setup. © 2007 Optical Society of America
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xP = 关共zP − zA兲xB + 共zB − zP兲xA兴/共zB − zA兲, yP = 关共zP − zA兲yB + 共zB − zP兲yA兴/共zB − zA兲.



identical to the ones at points P and D, this gives 共2兲



Similarly, the relations among points P, C, and D yield xD = 关共zD − zC兲xP + 共zP − zD兲xC兴/共zP − zC兲, yD = 关共zD − zC兲yP + 共zP − zD兲yC兴/共zP − zC兲.



共3兲



A typical coordinate (affine) transformation of point B from system O⬘x⬘y⬘z⬘ to system Oxyz is described as



⬘ yB⬘ zB⬘ 其T , 兵 x B y B z B其 T = 兵 x O⬘ y O⬘ z O⬘其 T + R ␣,␤,␥兵 x B 共4兲 where ␣, ␤, and ␥ are the sequential rotation angles about x⬘, y⬘, and z⬘ axes, respectively. The coordinate transformation matrix R␣,␤,␥ is defined by
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共5兲



+ R ,,兵 x D y D z D其 T , 共6兲 where , , and  are the sequential rotation angles about x, y, and z axes, respectively. It is evident that in Eqs. (4) and (6), zB ⬘ = 0, zD ⬙ = 0. Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (6) yields 共zP − zC兲



+ 共sin  cos  + cos  sin  sin 兲 zP − zC



Here, p is the pitch of the original projection fringes. Substituting Eqs. (2), (4), (7), and (8) into Eq. (9) yields a complicated equation that can be simplified as



⬘ + 共c4 + c5⌽B兲yB⬘ c0 + c1⌽B + 共c2 + c3⌽B兲xB



zP =



⬘ + 共d4 + d5⌽B兲yB⬘ d0 + d1⌽B + 共d2 + d3⌽B兲xB



, 共10兲



where coefficients c0 – c5 and d0 – d5 are constants determined by the geometric and other relevant parameters including xA, yA, zA, xC, yC, zC, xO⬘, yO⬘, zO⬘, xO⬙, yO⬙, zO⬙, ␣, ␤, ␥, ,, , p, and ⌽O⬙. Since there is a linear relationship between coordinates (xB ⬘ , yB⬘ ) in the O⬘x⬘y⬘ system and pixel coordinates (IB, JB) in the captured digital image, Eq. (10) can be rewritten in terms of pixel coordinates as C0 + C1⌽B + 共C2 + C3⌽B兲IB + 共C4 + C5⌽B兲JB D0 + D1⌽B + 共D2 + D3⌽B兲IB + 共D4 + D5⌽B兲JB



.



+ 共sin  sin 



− cos  sin  cos 兲zD . In addition, it is easy to obtain zD from Eq. (6):



共7兲



zD = 关共zCyP − zPyC兲cos  sin  + 共zPxC − zCxP兲sin  − zO⬙zP + zO⬙zC兴/关共yP − yC兲cos  sin  + 共zC − zP兲cos  cos  + 共xC − xp兲sin 兴.



To calculate the absolute out-of-reference-plane height zP with Eq. (11), the coefficients (C0 – C5 and D0 – D5), which are functions of geometric and other relevant parameters, must be determined first. As previously mentioned, however, physically measuring those parameters, such as the angle ␣, should be avoided in order to ensure high measurement accuracy and practicability. To cope with this issue, the coefficients will be determined through using a leastsquares inverse approach based on two gage blocks whose heights are precisely known. The leastsquares scheme is employed here because it utilizes a large amount of data to enhance the detection accuracy of the coefficients. The least-squares error can be expressed as m
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⬙ yD ⬙ zD ⬙ 其 T = − 兵 x O⬙ y O⬙ z O⬙其 T 兵xD



⫻



⬘ ,yB⬘ 兲 = ⌽D共xD ⬙ ,yD ⬙ 兲 = ⌽ O⬙ + 2  x D ⬙ /p. ⌽B = ⌽B共xB



zP =



0 sin ␣ cos ␣ Similarly, a coordinate transformation of point D from system Oxyz to system O⬙x⬙y⬙z⬙ can be written as



⬙ = − xO⬙ + cos  cos  xD
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共8兲



Since the fringe phase ⌽B at point B must be



冋 册



zig



C0 + C1⌽i + 共C2 + C3⌽i兲Ii + 共C4 + C5⌽i兲Ji



D0 + D1⌽i + 共D2 + D3⌽i兲Ii + 共D4 + D5⌽i兲Ji 2



,



共12兲



where zg denotes the absolute out-of-reference-plane heights of the gage blocks, i is the ordinal number of each datum point, m is the total number of datum points on the gage blocks used in the calculation, and a larger m generally yields a higher accuracy. The coefficients in the equation can be determined by using a nonlinear least-squares algorithm such as the Levenberg–Marquardt method, and a conventional linear algorithm may be used as well after the nonlinear least-squares error is converted into a linear format. It is important to point out that in addition to the reference plane of height zero, using a single gage object with a uniform height would produce indeterminate solutions for the nonlinear system of equations. Therefore two gage objects of uniform but dif-
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Experiment: (a) phase-shifted fringe patterns, (b) height distribution, (c) rendered 3D shape.



Fig. 2. (Color online) Simulation measurement of a partial sphere: (a) phase-shifted fringe patterns, (b) phase map, (c) 2D height map, (d) 3D shape map.



ferent heights are required for calibrating the system, that is, determining the coefficients in Eq. (11). To verify the validity of the proposed principle, a computer simulation was performed. The computergenerated projection fringe patterns and the processing results are shown in Fig. 2, where the three objects represent a partial sphere of peak height 170 mm and two gage blocks of heights 50 and 100 mm. In the simulation, the projection fringes are generated according to the rigorous geometric relations of the system setup, and the fringe nonuniformities due to the divergent illumination of projection and the arbitrary arrangements of system components are evident. The results obtained by using the proposed algorithm indicate a perfect match with the theoretical ones. As mentioned, with a generalized FPP system the out-of-plane heights determined by the conventional method would produce substantial errors. This can be seen from Fig. 3, which shows a simulation comparison of the results obtained by using the conven-



tional method and the proposed one. In this simulation, the projection and capture directions are arbitrarily set; in addition, the previous partial sphere has been replaced by a flat-top cylinder for easy comparison. The simulation shows that the proposed technique yields exact results, whereas the conventional one leads to errors of up to 30%. Finally, an experiment was implemented as an examination of the practicability of the proposed technique. In the experiment, the camera (Pulnix TM1040) and the projector (Infocus LP280) were arbitrarily positioned, and no physical measurement was applied; so it was quite easy to run the experiment. The objects being tested include two gage blocks, one cuboid block of nominal height 40.0 mm, and a kettle. The experimental images as well as the processing results are shown in Fig. 4. The results demonstrate that the detected average height of the block is 39.8 mm (a difference of 0.5% from the nominal height), and the detected 3D shape of the kettle is accurate according to the 3D topography. In conclusion, we presented a mathematical description of the absolute out-of-plane height distribution in 3D shape measurement with an arbitrarily arranged FPP system and proposed a corresponding algorithm to accurately determine the 3D shape without any physical measurements of the setup parameters. In practice, once the calibration is completed, the reference plane and the calibration gages do not need to be included in the measurements. It is also noteworthy that the proposed technique corrects the conventional theory based on a proportional phase-to-height relation under uncollimated illumination, and it provides a rigorous theoretical base for the practical applications of FPP. Since a measurement system based on a specific setup inherently belongs to a generalized one, the proposed algorithm can be applied directly to any existing FPP system to enhance the measurement accuracy. This work was supported by Burn’s Fellowship. References



Fig. 3. (Color online) Comparison of techniques: (a) phaseshifted patterns, (b) 2D height map obtained by the conventional technique, (c) 2D height map obtained by the proposed technique, (d) height distribution along horizontal diameter, (e) height distribution along vertical diameter.
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